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IPPNW’s global campaign to educate 
and activate the medical community 
to prevent injuries and death from 

armed violence.
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In 1991, IPPNW, the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize winner for its work on nuclear weapons abolition, broadened its mission to include the prevention of conventional war and the promotion of non-violent peacebuilding and conflict resolution. IPPNW has been involved on health and small arms since the United Nations Conference on the Illicit Trade of Small Arms and Light Weapons in All its Aspects (UN PoA) in 2001, after which IPPNW convened the first international health conference to address the small arms health crisis, in Helsinki in September 2001.Aiming for Prevention was founded on a human-centered ethic and public health approach to the small arms and light weapons (SALW) issue. It uses the tools of research, education, policy design and recommendations, and victim assistance to accomplish its goals. 



Active IPPNW Affiliates
Africa - Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Uganda, Zambia

Central America - El Salvador, Nicaragua

South Asia - India, Pakistan, Nepal

IPPNW Medical Students
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IPPNNW is active in a number of countries in the “global South” where firearm violence consumes significant portions of health care budgets including in three key regions - Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and South Asia – and the countries of Zambia, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya and Uganda; El Salvador and Nicaragua; India, Pakistan and Nepal. Many of IPPNW’s other affiliates provide support in other ways or have medical students active in working in this arena.IPPNW has been active in the UNPoA process, and has used forums of international health conferences to educate and activate on this issue, including the World Conferences on Injury Prevention and Safety held biannually.IPPNW’s “One Bullet Story” case study series, which highlights the face of human suffering, has led the global movement to bring a human dimension to cold statistics.



To help achieve mutual goals of preventing small arms violence 
around the globe via education and mobilization of the health 

community. 

International Physicians for the 
Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

coordinates

The IANSA Public Health Network
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International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW) coordinates the International Action Network on Small Arms’ (IANSA) Public Health Network to help achieve mutual goals of preventing small arms violence around the globe. IPPNW was a co-founder of IANSA, which now numbers over 800 organizations who work around the globe to stem the tide of human suffering from small arms.Through the leadership of IPPNW’s international federation, with medical affiliates in 62 countries, IPPNW focuses on mobilizing the medical community to prevent armed violence.  



Types of Activities

• Action-oriented Research - Collect and analyze data 
on small arms victims

• Education - Educate medical community, policy 
makers, media, public about firearms as a public health 
problem

• Patient Advocacy - Develop clinical interventions to 
stem violence and prevent injuries from small arms

• Policy development and design - Use data on injuries 
and “human face” to press for policy changes to 
prevent injuries from small arms

• Care and rehabilitation
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IPPNW works in a number of ways on a public health approach to violence and firearm violence in particular. These include the activities noted on the slide. 
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Our members, associates and friends are often on the front lines of hospital-based research, organizing medical conferences to educate on the issues, and participating in public events such as destruction of firearms. Our leaders are spokespeople for the medical community on the humanitarian dimensions of gun violence.
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Members volunteer at refugee camps to help victims of violence, organize regional conferences for local health communities and students, and conduct workshops on risk awareness about landmines.



Aiming for Prevention in Action:

IPPNW Kenya members 
provide medical services to 
victims of small arms

Africa
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Affiliate members work in their professional lives to help victims of armed violence.



Costs of injuries are high:

• Medical
• Psychological
• Social 
• Community
• Economic
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The IPPNW campaign against small arms under the banner of the One Bullet Story (OBS) is about the people, about their stories, and about the injuries caused by the guns and the bullets. The goal is to infuse the human face into the campaign highlighting the plight of the victims through their experience. IPPNW Kenya developed the first OBS.



“One Bullet Stories” of 
gunshot victims at a 
Lusaka hospital prove 
that small arms are a 
public health threat in 
Zambia.

The medical 
community needs to 
become involved to help 
stop the injuries and 
deaths.
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We have developed One Bullet Story guidelines, and sample  intake and consent forms to help people interested in creating new stories. The process includes such steps as:1. Identify a gunshot survivor willing to contribute his/her story, and willing to be photographed during the medical management process. �2. Obtain the circumstances that led to the incident - where, how, who was involved etc.�4. Collate the medical data and highlight the clinical challenges including rehabilitation, compute the medical costs. �6. Compare the costs of management with the local socio-economic data. �7. Describe the country's or city's crime/conflict status, with statistics if possible. (continued on next slide)��



“Before she knew what 
happened, the 
innocent 15 year girl 
felt something 
pushing her head back 
wards and to the left…

It took a while for her 
guardians to 
understand that she 
was  injured by a 
bullet fired by the 
policemen”
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8. Take as many photos as possible describing each stage. �9. Visit the family and speak with the members on the challenges they face and how they are coping. 
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Other materials are available to help with education.  These posters were designed as campaign materials to highlight the human dimensions of small arms violence.



Conducting injury research at 
Hospital Rosales, San Salvador, on 
victims of small arms violence

Medical student brigade to rural area 
communities for health promotion.

Aiming for Prevention in Action: El Salvador
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In countries such as El Salvador, hospital-based injury research, community education, and media outreach has been undertaken by IPPNW members to describe the effects of gun violence.



Presenting Injury Research 
to the Public
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Presenting research to the public and the media at press conferences has helped to make many people aware of the magnitude and nature of the problem.
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Taking this information to the policy makers has resulted in policy reforms including a change in regulations regarding gun ownership, and a tax on guns to support the public health budget. This is “data to action” at work.



Aiming for Prevention in Action:

Educating at 
conferences, meeting 
with diplomats and 
others in India and 
Pakistan

India
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In South Asia, IPPNW regularly conducts seminars throughout the countries of India, Pakistan and Nepal to educate health professionals, policy makers, citizens and military personnel about the health effects of gun violence, and to encourage them to engage in violence prevention activities. IPPNW members also teach risk awareness to citizens about protecting themselves against injury from small arms and landmines.
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African medical students 
present “One Bullet Story”
posters to British Consulate 
members in Kano, Nigeria

Medical students 
from Germany and 
Kenya conduct 
research on armed 
violence injuries at 
Kenyatta Hospital, 
Nairobi
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Medical student activity at all levels is a key component of all IPPNW campaigns.



Using Radio to 
bring peace to the 
people

Jos started 
experiencing 
conflicts since 2001

Small arms and 
other forms of 
violence discussed



Vienna, Austria

Helsinki, Finland

El Salvador
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At international conferences…



Durban, South Africa
Beijing, China

India

Africa
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Students, meet, strategize, present and plan activities around the world.



Medical expertise, affiliations

Access to decision makers

Ability to support effective campaigns and strategies at both the 
international and regional/country levels
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IPPNW capitalizes on the strengths of the organization including the medical expertise of its members, its access to decision makers, and its worldwide federation.
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We are able to use these strengths to design effective and measurable campaigns and projects.
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Our members contribute the health perspective to international, national, regional and policy discussions to prevent armed violence, including vocal representation at all the UN Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons meetings that have taken place since 2001, where we have conducted public health panels, issued policy statements and addressed and met with delegates from member states.We encourage National Commissions on Small Arms to work with Ministries of Health as well as the NGO health community, and encourage the SALW Commissions to make it the responsibility of the national government to collect data on small arms injuries/related costs.
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We also:- Educate the medical community, media and the public about the public health, social and economic burden of small arms injuries.;��- Conduct action-oriented research to help inform public policy to prevent armed violence;��- Involve more of the international injury prevention community in addressing armed violence, including presenting papers and posters at World Injury and Safety Prevention Conferences and pre-conferences.

http://www.ippnw.org/8thWIC2006.html


Currently looking into the possibilities of 
forming a North-South Collaboration on small 
arms violence prevention

Common activities
Information sharing
One bullet stories (OBS) collection from mainly 
affected countries of the global south



Sharing of such one OBS by Northern affiliates 
with media, policy markers and even gun 
manufacturers
North-South pairings and mentorships towards 
collecting research data and comparing such

More on this in the workshop



www.ippnw.org
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You can make a difference!
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